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Abstract
In this study, bimodal meso-porous silica (UVM-7) synthesized and fabricated amino silane modified
supports were characterized by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD), N2 adsorption/desorption, transmission
electron microscope (TEM), elemental analysis and titration. Capacity of CO 2 capture on modified
bimodal pore structure silica at 70°C was calculated using breakthrough curves; and it was found that the
modified UVM-7 captured more CO2 than unmodified UVM-7 and pore structure of UVM-7 make it
suitable for loading large molecules such as tri-amino silanes. The adsorbents modified with tri-amino
silane showed the largest capacity. Dynamic and kinetic of adsorption were investigated by mathematical
models in order to prediction of adsorption behavior. Yoon Nelson model was successfully employed to
describe the adsorption breakthrough curves of CO2 and Avrami model applied as a kinetic model and
was in good agreement with experimental data in comparison with two other kinetic models
including Lagergen’s pseudo-first and pseudo-second order models.
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Introduction
Emission of CO2 has ever been of serious
concern to developed countries in terms of
global warming in recent decade. CO2 is
considered as one of the most important
anthropogenic
greenhouse
gases
as
approximately 7Gt of carbon is emitted to the
earth’s atmosphere each year [1-4]. Acting as
a trap for heat received from the sun,
increasing level of CO2 in atmosphere results
in arising in global mean temperature.
Carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) is
an important part of global carbon dioxide
reduction program and many researches,
therefore, have focused their attention on
establishment of a robust technology to
capture CO2 from various sources emitting
this key greenhouse gas [5-8].
Flue gases resulted from post-combustion
in fossil fuel-burning power plants are one of
the concentrated sources of CO2containing
between 5 and 15 volume percentage of
carbon dioxide. Existing power plants could
be retrofitted for post-combustion CO2
capture and purification using known and
developing separation techniques [9].
* Corresponding author:

Technologies such as pre-combustion CO2
capture from power generation point sources
that use fossil fuels are also of particular
interest [10].
Using solid sorbents have been one of the
most promising solutions to the problem of
post combustion carbon dioxide emission in
recent years [2, 3].
Among various methods for postcombustion carbon dioxide capture,
adsorption is object of attention from its low
energy requirement point of view therefore
many efforts have been made to develop high
efficient adsorbents with the aim of CO2
capture of flue gas [11-12].
In this area, amine-functionalized carbonbased materials and silica-based materials
are two kinds of sorbents under
consideration [13].
MCM-41(Mobil Composition of Matter 41) and SBA-15(Santa Barbara Amorphous15) meso-porous adsorbents are commonly
chosen as support because of the their large
well-defined pore channel and pore volumes
which allow easy access of amine molecules
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into the structure so that significant
quantities of amine can be loaded onto the
adsorbent [14].
In this study UVM-7 as bimodal pore
silica based material was synthesized and
subsequently functionalized with three types
of amino silanes via grafting method. Then
capacity of the absorbents and kinetic of
adsorption
were
investigated
and
mathematical models accuracy was verified.
With the intention of comparing the
results of synthesized adsorbents with
commercial ones, CO2 adsorption on 13x has
been examined.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Synthesis and functionalizing of
UVM-7
The atrane route is the most common way
to synthesize UVM-7 [15]. In a typical
synthesis, TEOS (tetraethyl ortho silicate)
was added to predetermined amounts of
TEAH3 (tri ethanol amine) and the solution
was heated up to 140 °C. After cooling down
to 90 °C, CTAB (cetyl tri methyl ammonium
bromide) was added to the solution.
Hereafter, water was added slowly to this
solution under stirring until a white
suspension appeared and then the suspension
was left for 4 hours at room temperature. The
solid was filtered, washed with sufficient
amount of water and acetone and dried in
oven at 80 °C overnight. Thermo calcination
of as-synthesized UVM-7 was carried out
under flow of air up to 550 °C for 6 hours.
The final molar composition of reactants was
1.0 TEOS: 3.5 TEAH3: 0.25 CTAB: 90
H2O.All chemicals were supplied by
Merck and Sigma-Aldrich companies.
For functionalization of UVM-7 with
amine groups, predetermined amounts of
C9H23NO3Si,
C8H22N2O3Si
and
C10H27N3O3Si to get 5 wt % of organo silane/
UVM-7 and 2g of UVM-7 was added to
appropriate amount of toluene and stirred for
6 h at 80 °C, followed by filtering and
washing with proper amounts of ethanol and

water. Three amine-functionalized UVM-7
materials were dried at 80 °C over night. The
final samples were denoted as x%Ny-U,
where U, x and Ny indicate UVM-7, amino
silane loading and the type of amino silne as
N1= (C9H23NO3Si), N2= (C8H22N2O3Si) and
N3= (C10H27N3O3Si), respectively.
2.2. Samples characterization
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were
recorded on a Seifert TT 3000 diffract meter
using with nickel filtered Cu Kα radiation of
wavelength 0.15405 nm. Physisorption of
Nitrogen was measured at 77 K using a BELSORP-mini porosimeter. Surface area, pore
size and volume values were calculated from
nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms.
Prior to analysis, the samples were out
gassed in vacuum for 4 h at 363 K until a
stable vacuum of 0.1 Pa was reached.
Pore size distribution was calculated using
the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method.
Titration of three amine-functionalized
UVM-7 materials was carried out using 0.05
molar ethanolic solution of hydrochloric acid
using METTLER TOLEDO G20 apparatus.
Elemental analysis was performed using
PerkinElmer 2400 (Series II) CHN elemental
analyzer for determination of nitrogen
residue of parent, and three aminefunctionalized UVM-7 materials. The high
resolution TEM images of the sorbents were
recorded on a Philips CM30 with LaB6
electron gun at 250 kV. Before TEM
characterization samples were dispersed in
ethanol solution and deposited on the grids
made of copper.
2.3. Experimental set-up
Figure 1 shows scheme of prepared set-up
to examine the CO2 adsorption capacity.
0.25g of each sample with 100 mesh particle
size were loaded in a U tube reactor.
Experiments were conducted at 20 cc/min
of a mixture of CO2 and Argon gases (5%
CO2) as feed and pure argon as a carrier gas.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of experimental set-up

The breakthrough curves of CO2
adsorption was obtained by analyzing the
effluent gas mixture using a gas
chromatograph
(SHIMADZU,
model:
NO.507886 GC-4C PTF) equipped with
thermal conductivity detector.
With the aim of comparing the results
with literature [16], CO2 adsorption was
examined at 70°C. Each sample was
degassed using Argon at 120°C for 1hr
before adsorption test.
3. Dynamic adsorption of CO2
The dynamic adsorption capacity was
considered using the breakthrough curves
according to equation (1):
𝑞=

𝐹𝐶0 𝑡𝑞

(1)

𝑊

Where 𝑞 is CO2 adsorption capacity, 𝐹 is
the total molar flow,𝐶0 is the concentration
of the CO2 in the feed stream, 𝑊 is the
amount of the adsorbent loaded in the
adsorption bed. The time 𝑡𝑞 is estimated by
equation (2)[17]:
𝑡𝑞 =

∞
∫0 (1

𝐶𝐴

− 𝐶 ) 𝑑𝑡
0

(2)

Where, 𝐶𝐴 and 𝐶0 are CO2 outlet and inlet
concentration of the stream through the fixed
bed, respectively.
3. Kinetic of adsorption
Fast adsorption kinetics is one of the most
important properties expected from a
superior adsorbent. In this study, three
different
kinetic
models
including

lagergren’s pseudo-first order, pseudosecond order and Avrami’s kinetic model
presented by equations (3), (4) and (5)
respectively were investigated:
𝑑𝑞𝑡
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑞𝑡
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑞𝑡
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑘𝑓 (𝑞𝑒 − 𝑞𝑡 )

(3)

= 𝑘𝑠 (𝑞𝑒 − 𝑞𝑡 )2

(4)

= 𝑘𝐴𝑛 𝑡 𝑛−1 (𝑞𝑒 − 𝑞𝑡 )

(5)

Where 𝑡 is the time elapsed from the
beginning of the adsorption process, 𝑞𝑒 and
𝑞𝑡 are the adsorption capacity at equilibrium
and at a given point in time, respectively.
𝑘𝑓 , 𝑘𝑠 and 𝑘𝐴 are the kinetic constants for
pseudo-first order, pseudo-second order and
Avrami’s kinetic model, respectively.
Following integration and applying the
boundary conditions ( 𝑞𝑡 = 0 , 𝑡 = 0 and
𝑞𝑡 = 𝑞𝑒 , 𝑡 = ∞) the integrated forms of the
Equations (3) to (5) become as follows[17]:
𝑞𝑡 = 𝑞𝑒 [1 − exp(−𝑘𝑓 𝑡)]

(6)

𝑘𝑠 𝑞𝑒2 𝑡

𝑞𝑡 = 1+𝑞

𝑒 𝑘𝑠 𝑡

𝑞𝑡 = 𝑞𝑒 [1 − exp(−(𝑘𝐴 𝑡)

(7)
𝑛 )]

(8)

5. Results and Discussions
5.1. XRD analysis
XRD patterns of all samples, i.e. UVM-7,
5%N1-U, 5%N2-U and 5%N3-U are shown in
Figure 2a-d, respectively.
A strong diffraction peak is observed in
all XRD patterns, which is belongs to
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characteristic of this type of meso/ macros
porous material. However, this strong peak
attributed to diffraction from d100 plane is
accompanied with a broad diffraction peak at
higher angles in all four samples. These
broad peaks might be assigned to d110 and
overlap of d200 and d210 diffraction peaks
based on hexagonal symmetry. As the peak
become broader and weaker, the structural
order of pores decreases.
This observation might be an indication
of low-ordered intra- nanoparticle meso
pores system (small pores) in samples
created by grafting of different type of amine

groups on UVM-7 support. As the number of
amine groups in the grafted organosilane
increases (the broadness as well as the
weakness of all diffraction peaks including
d100, d110, d200 and d210 enhances Figure 2b-d,
respectively).
The aforementioned observations may be
interpreted as a decrease in structural order
of the corresponding sample. Presence of
secondary large pore system in the border
between meso and macrospores without
long-range order could be determined using
nitrogen physicsorption experiment.

Figure 2: X-ray diffraction patterns of
a) UVM-7 b) 5%N1-U c) 5%N2-U d) 5%N3-U

Figure 3: Nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms of
a) UVM-7 b) 5%N1-U c) 5%N2-U d) 5%N3-U
Table 1: Textural properties of amine-grafted UVM-7 samples
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Figure 4: TEM images of (a) UVM-7 (b) 5%N1-U (c) 5%N2-U (d) 5%N3-U

5.2. N2 adsorption
Textural properties of synthesized sample
were investigated by nitrogen physisorption.
Figure 3a-d illustrates the nitrogen isotherms
of UVM-7, 5%N1-U, 5%N2-U and 5%N3-U,
respectively. The corresponding isotherm of
samples displays two distinct regions at
medium and high relative pressure which
might be attributed to the presence of
bimodal pore system. The inflection of type
IV isotherm at medium relative pressure is
typical of mesoporous materials (as defined
by IUPAC) and suggests a well-ordered
array of small mesopores in all samples [18].
This behaviour can be explained by fully
reversible
capillary
condensation/
evaporation of nitrogen at this step.
However, after functionalization of UVM-7,
the sharpness of this region remarkably
decreases (Figure 3b-d).

The second region observed in all four
isotherms (Figure 3a-d) at relative pressure
near 1 is a region with very sharp inflection
in gas uptake, which could be due to the
filling of secondary large mesopores with
condensed nitrogen.
These two distinct regions in all samples
confirm that the UVM-7 bimodal pore
system remained unchanged after the
functionalization with different type of
amine groups. In amine-functionalized
samples (Figure 3b-d) the amounts of gas
uptake in these two regions decreased in the
following order: 5%N1-U>5%N2-U>5%N3U. As the larger the size of amine chain, the
higher the volume in the corresponding
sample occupied. Textural properties of all
four samples are given in Table 1.
It can be deduced from volume of small
and large mesopores of four synthesized
samples in Table 1 that amine functional
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groups have been grafted inside both small
and large mesopores but the contribution of
latter is to a greater extent than former.
Furthermore, decrease of pore size of large
mesopores is predominant with respect to
small mesopores in 5%N1-U, 5%N2-U and
5%N3-U. This observation supports the
assumption of grafting of amine functional
groups mainly inside the large mesopores.
5.3. Titration
The obtained results of acid/base
titrations imply that up to 90 % of three
organo silanes were grafted on silica walls of
corresponding sample.
5.4. Elemental analysis
Elemental analysis provides further
evidence for amine functional groups grafted
on the 5%N1-U, 5%N2-U and 5%N3-U. The
yield of functionalization can be calculated
using elemental analysis results in which
ratio of nitrogen content of three aminefunctionalized samples is divided by the
amount of nitrogen of three aminoorganosilanes used for functionalization. The
results indicate that at least 95 % of aminoorganosilanes were grafted on the silica wall
of corresponding sample.
5.5. TEM analysis

In practice, characteristic architecture of
the bimodal porous silicas can be appreciated
by means of electron microscopy techniques.
The high resolution TEM images of the
UVM-7porous silica and modified samples
are shown in Figure 4. As it can be seen,
there are no significant differences among
the raw UVM-7 and functionalized samples.
5.6. Breakthrough Curves
Figure 5 illustrates the CO2 adsorption
breakthrough curves of UVM samples.
For all aminated samples, the shapes of the
adsorption curves are similar. So they depict
similar adsorption behaviour. Breakthrough
times of CO2 adsorption were in the order as
5%N3-U>5%N2-U>5%N1-U>U. Thus, tri
aminosilane was found the best functional
group with high adsorption capacity. The
break times and calculated capacities are
shown in Table 2. Comparing with
commercial adsorbents such as zeolite 13X,
functionalized UVM adsorbents shows
better adsorption capacities and break times.
In actual applications, the adsorption
columns
are
regenerated
before
breakthrough, so the breakthrough time and
the corresponding uptake can be used as a
standard for evaluating the adsorption ability
of an adsorbent.

Figure 5: Breakthrough curves of (a) UVM-7, (b) 5%N1-U, (c) 5%N2-U and (d) 5%N3-U

Tri-aminosilane has more activated sites
to adsorb CO2 than other aminosilanes and
large pore size of UVM-7 decrease
inaccessibility of large molecules of triaminosilane. The total number of amines

present does not directly describe the
adsorbent’s equilibrium CO2 capacity or
uptake kinetics. When preparing adsorbents
via silane chemistry, it is essential to
maximize both their amine loadings and

Carbon Dioxide Capture by …..

amine efficiencies. Amine efficiency,
defined here as the number of captured moles
of CO2 per mass unit divided by the moles of
N per mass unit, gives a reflection of the
adsorbent efficacy in perspective with its
potential. Amine efficiencies less than 0.5
for anhydrous conditions and 1.0 for humid
conditions
reflect
either
amine
inaccessibility or non-ideal adsorption
operating conditions [3].
As shown in Table 2 amine efficiencies
for aminated samples are larger than 0.5 that
it may be a result of both chemisorption and
physisorption.
5.7. Modeling of breakthrough curves
To model CO2 adsorption on these
adsorbents, Yoon and Nelson model was
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used to simulate the breakthrough curves
according to the following (Equation (9)[19]:
𝐶𝐴
𝐶0

1

= 1+exp(𝐾(𝜏−𝑡))

(9)

Where, K is the Yoon-Nelson constant
that depends on the diffusion characteristics
of the mass transfer zone, τ is the
stoichiometric time (time for CA = 0.5 C0),
CA is concentration of CO2 in the effluent and
C0 is initial concentration of CO2. Equation
(9) has been fitted to experimental results for
breakthrough curves, values of τ and the
Yoon-Nelson constant (K) have been
calculated (Table3). The modeled curve has
been obtained and shown by line in
breakthrough curves (figure 6).

Table 2: The amine content and the adsorption properties of the adsorbents

Table 3: Values of the Yoon Nelson modelparameters for CO 2 adsorption
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Figure 6: Modeling of breakthrough curves of (a) UVM-7, (b) 5%N1-U, (c) 5%N2-U and (d) 5%N3-U

Table 4: Values of the kinetic model parameters for CO2 adsorption
on UVM-7 and modified samples

The modeled curve shows excellent
agreement with the experiments. Higher rate
constant for raw UVM-7 in table 3 indicates
higher speed of CO2 adsorption by UVM-7.
The 5N3-U has the lowest K (0.7858 min-1)
and the largest τ (8.955 min), being
consistent with its highest dynamic CO2
adsorption capacity (1.344 mmol.g-1).
5.8. Kinetic modeling
Figure 7(a-b) depicts the CO2 uptake
curves as a function of adsorption time for
raw UVM-7 and functionalized samples
moreover the corresponding adsorption
behaviors predicted by different kinetic
models. Typically, most of adsorption

(>90% of equilibrium capacity) took place
during the first 6-7 minutes of CO2 exposure,
afterwards the rate of adsorption became
much slower until complete CO2 saturation.
The overall kinetics of CO2 adsorption on a
functionalized solid sorbent is influenced by
the intrinsic reaction kinetics of CO2 with the
functional group present, as well as the mass
transfer or diffusion resistance of the gas
phase through the sorbent structures.
The porous support structures of
functionalized solid sorbents also can be
tailored, to minimize the diffusion resistance.
The faster an adsorbent adsorbs and desorbs
CO2, the less content of it will be needed to
capture a given volume of flue gas [20].

Carbon Dioxide Capture by …..

Figure 7: Comparison of kinetic models on experimental CO2 uptake vs. time for
(a) UVM-7, (b) 5%N1-U, (c) 5%N2-U and (d) 5%N3-U
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As seen in Table 4, the predicted
equilibrium capacity (qe) by Avrami model
is in all cases closer to the experimental data.
Also pseudo-first model shows better results
than pseudo-second model.
Comparing the value of Yoon Nelson K
parameter and the k parameters obtained
from these kinetic models, it can be
concluded that these parameters are not rate
constant, but rather are a complex function
involving different parameters such as the
kinetic constant for desorption, the surface
coverage at equilibrium and the change of
adsorbate concentration during the process.
For example, Azizian et al. [21]
demonstrated that the value of k obtained
from the pseudo-second order kinetic model
is not the kinetic constant for adsorption in a
strict sense. In a similar manner, the
fractional order in the Avrami model
suggests that the value of kA is an overall
constant representing various reaction steps
[17].

6. Conclusions
The bimodal siliceous support material
has been functionalized with three
aminosilanes in order to consider CO2
capture. These modifications made 6, 10 and
17% increase in their capacity of CO2
adsorption for mono aminosilane, di
aminosilane
and
tri
aminosilane,
respectively. Results show a maximum
equilibrium capacity of 1.344 mmol CO2 per
g adsorbent for 5%N3-U with 2.1345 mmol
N per g adsorbent, which translated to an
amine efficiency of 0.630 mol CO2 per mol
N. Yoon Nelson model, is in a good
agreement with experimental breakthrough
curves. Kinetic study of all samples shows
that Avrami model with orders of 1.39, 1.40,
1.39 and 1.45 successfully applied for

explanation of experimental data obtained
from UVM-7, 5%N1-U, 5%N2-U and 5%N3U, respectively. This can be attributed to the
ability of Avrami’s model to describe
complex adsorption mechanisms because of
its fractional order. In addition, the results
show pseudo-first model describes the
kinetics of adsorption more accurate than
pseudo-second model for considered
adsorbents.

Nomenclature
𝑞

CO2 adsorption capacity

𝐹

Total molar flow

𝐶0
𝑡𝑞

Concentration of the CO2 in the feed
stream
Adsorption time

𝑊

Amount of the adsorbent

𝐶𝐴

Outlet concentration of the stream

𝐶0

Inlet concentration of the stream

𝑞𝑡

Adsorption capacity at a given point in
time
Adsorption capacity at equilibrium time

𝑞𝑒
𝑘𝑓
𝑘𝑠
𝑘𝐴
𝑛
𝑡
𝐾
𝜏

Kinetic constant for pseudo-first order
model
Kinetic constant for pseudo-second
model,
Kinetic constant for Avrami’s kinetic
model
Order of Avrami model
Time elapsed from the beginning of the
adsorption process
Yoon-Nelson constant
Stoichiometric time (time for CA = 0.5
C0),
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